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The menu of El Pollo Loco from Palm Desert includes 16 dishes. On average, dishes or drinks on the menu cost
about $10.9. The categories can be viewed on the menu below. What User likes about El Pollo Loco:

One of the best I have eat from all 4 Pollo locos I been too. 1 thing their was to many ? Flys around didn't let me
enjoy it as I would had. But so far the best chicken asado I have had from any restaurant. read more. What User

doesn't like about El Pollo Loco:
I asked for dark meat. It's not a dark meat. It is not even noted on the order receipt. I called the manager and he
said he was watching the order, and it was dark meat. I'm not stupid. If the dark meat is, it is the most dry dark
meat ever. When I picked up the order and saw it, I asked if it was dark because I could say it wasn't just by

looking at it. I'll go to companies to correct the problem. read more. El Pollo Loco from Palm Desert is a eatery
that offers sweet and hot typical Spanish dishes, The dishes are usually prepared in a short time and fresh for

you. Moreover, there are tasty American dishes, such as burgers and grilled meat, Many visitors are also
especially looking forward to the diverse, tasty Mexican cuisine.
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Salad�
CLASSIC CHICKEN TOSTADA
SALAD $8.5

Sandwiche�
CHICKEN AVOCADO BURRITO $9.5

So� drink�
JUICE

�nger Foo�
CHICKEN NACHOS $6.0

Epi� burrit�
CHIPOTLE CHICKEN AVOCADO
BURRITO $9.5

Side�, Drink� & Mor�
CHICKEN AVOCADO TACO $3.5

Uncategor�e�
DOUBLE CHICKEN TOSTADA
SALAD $9.5

Bowl�
GRANDE AVOCADO CHICKEN
BOWL $9.0

DOUBLE CHICKEN BOWL $10.0

Famili� Dinner�
10PC LEG THIGH FAMILIA DINNER $20.0

10PC MIXED FAMILIA DINNER $24.0

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

ONIONS

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SALAD

QUESADILLAS
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